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I dedicate this work to God,
my intuition and all my Rockstarpreneur Students.
Here’s to Freedom.
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How To Con gure Your TikTok Account
Do this at the end
This may be one of the BIG proofs why the advice to grow your
account from Gurus with millions of followers is outdated and most of
them don’t care to update it.
They tell you that you should do all the work with a “creators”
account.
Well, that’s because TikTok was very kind in the beginning and it
allowed creators and business accounts to have almost the same
privileges.
Before 2022 you could have a creators account and publish your
webpage link in your pro le since day 0, with 0 followers.
Well, not anymore.
It turns out that you need to have 1K+ followers to be able to set up
your webpage link as a business account.
As a business account you won’t have access to the music library
that has all the viral trends.
Although you will have access to a way smaller library.
So it’s on you, you can grow your account as a creator and once you
hit the 1K followers shift to a business account.
The algorithm works the same. As up now.
With a business account you will be able to boost your best content
with a budget paying to show your content to more people, almost
like a Facebook Ad.
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In this (now) book I will focus only on organic growth. So take this as
Part 1 in your TikTok Journey or TikTok Organic Growth journey.
Before I show you how to con gure it and the reason why I ask you to
do it at the end, is that you make a conscious decision after you
know more and understand how you can leverage from the power of
the platform.
Honestly when I opened this account and created my rst video I
knew it is viral at it’s core.
But I didn’t know how the platform was going to receive it.
So, like anyone who ignores how TikTok works I started with a creator
account by default.
And before I launched the video I used a song that was viral in
México a few weeks ago.
Did that matter to make the video viral?
I’ve watched videos with the same song not gettin any likes.
So, a song will not necessarily make your video viral.
I believe that a content has to be viral to go viral.
And most of the time, that doesn’t mean perfection.
Days later I found out that I couldn’t set up my webpage so I did
some research and discovered that I needed to have a business
account.
I made the shift from a creator to a business account.
And then my sixth video went viral, without using a “viral” song.
So, see?
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Nothing to worry about. Again, it’s your choice wether to start as a
creator or as a business account.
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My Promise
Everything you are going to nd in this document is what I know
based on my experience on TikTok and being an online marketer
since 2016.
Some say I learned from the best Facebook Ads Mentors and
Strategists.
So I KNOW the pain the in the butt it is to run paid ads and become a
Social Copywriter to make sales with just a post and a sales page.
I can only speak about my results.
First Video Ad we created for our rst Facebook Ads Agency got 1
Million plus Views with a crazy little budget and got them to ve
gures by the rst month of contract working with us.
And even when that sounds wild, fun, and sexy…
I LOVE ORGANIC.
I promise not to repeat or say something just because a TikTok Guru
said it.
You will learn the principles I learned from my mentors and some
other principles that I created that I am using with this account and
with my Facebook account, where some of you know me from.
So, thank you for trusting me and congratulations on being curious
and humble to learn.
Let’s get viral!
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What happened?
The 12th of July I created a new TikTok Account to inspire a new
MOVEMENT in Spanish.
This is how the account looked until July the 18th, Monday at 6:30
AM that I posted my rst video.

Then I posted one video every day.
The next couple videos got around 47 views each, and the rst one
around 200 views.
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By Thursday the 21st I had 8 followers and my rst video had around
262 views. It was around 5:30 PM here in México and I now had 49
followers.
I shouted, and my mom asked if I
was okay.
I said: look I went from 8 to 49
followers in one hour!
I kept watching the stats just
because I was astonished.
The next day in the morning I
woke up around 6:30 to post the
fth video, which I did all those
ve days.
And this is how my account
looked.
So we went from 600% growth to
8,912% growth taking the 8
followers as a base to do the
math, that I kept for three days in
a row.
I was really happy because my
goal was to get to 1,000 followers
in three months (because once
you get to that point you can put
your webpage in your pro le.
Which I will explain in more depth
later.)
And this happened in four days!
An hour later… the next thing happened.
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Double the followers! What the
heck!
And my excitement was even
higher knowing that my rst
video went viral!
I remembered SO MANY
TIKTOK EXPERTS say:
“Your rst video will never go
viral”
Guys, I am here to tell you…
“Your rst video on TikTok can
go viral!”
You just have to KNOW Virality…
which is a science I discovered
in 2018.
More on that later…
Coming back to the story, I kept
checking in the pro le becase
EVERY TIME I refreshed the
screen, the followers were going

by a hundred.
That crazy!

I was like, is this going to get to where I believe it’s gonna get today?
Then the craziest thing happened…
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This was that night…
So yeah, that’s how we went
from 0 to 10K followers in day
ve of posting a video a day.
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Why TikTok?
Because this year I was reposting the content I created for Facebook
to Instagram, YouTube, to TikTok.
Did I say TikTok?, yes… I have
another TikTok account… and this is
how it looks today. I posted my rst
video on that account April the 27th
of 2020, and I will list what I believe
are the actions that didn’t work for
me to grow that account.
From all of those platforms included
Facebook, all my short videos got
WAY MORE views consistently on
TikTok this year.
When I started my journey on
Instagram last year, I got burnout at
least twice. And has been the
platform that I have invested THE
MOST amount of money to learn
how to use it with NO RESULTS.
And my students and close friends
know that I IMPLEMENT TO THE
T…
So I don’t love Instagram.
Then YouTube, I hired the BEST
mentors online, and…
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It took me around ve to eight hours to:
• Write
• Record
• Edit, and
• Release
A long video on YouTube and after a week, get just around 50 views
on average.
Like… really?
So I used the videos and made the short version for “Shorts”, and I
got similar results except for one short that got 1.5K Views, and my
YouTube mentor wanted to use that as a success case testimonial,
believing that one of my long form videos went viral…
I said, nope… it’s a Short.
And the class before she said that didn’t believe in Shorts.
Even when she is considered one of THE Best YouTube mentors out
there.
I just say it because… GURU’s are not always down to earth knowing
what works or not for people LIKE US who are starting.
They already got THE MILLION VIEWS and FOLLOWERS, so they
don’t really need to understand how to grow an account.
At the same time TikTok was giving me way more views for the same
content and I was ignoring it!
I was trying to use and did use the principles of Virality on all those
platforms and none of them were designed TO ORGANICALLY
SUPPORT MY EFFORTS.
Please highlight that last sentence.
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Last thing on Why TikTok, and this is the story that got us here.
A few weeks ago I saw a guy on my messenger popping up.
I don’t know if you’ve noticed some people you don’t even talk with
show up.
Well, I was like who is he?
I opened our conversation and we had a chat the June 23rd, 2020.
And he was sharing with me how he wanted to stop o ering the rst
session for free.
That was it.
So after two years I got curious and opened his pro le, and he was
o ering a TikTok training.
It turns out he is a Mexican guy with a 150K Followers account and
he grew it in around 10 months.
I was like “what the heck?”
I saw his videos, and I was like… I can do that! For my own niche, but
yet still I know how to do that!
I kept thinking about it and my inner being was telling me: this is it!
The next day one of my TOP 3 Facebook Ads mentor was promoting
a training on TikTok…
And then, another mentor that used to teach Facebook Ads was
promoting a training on TikTok the next day!
So if Keith Krance and Perry Marshall, THE FACEBOOK ADS and
GOOGLE SEO Best Gurus on the planet are jumping to TikTok, this is
it!
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That was my rule of threes saying “it’s GREEN LIGHT FOR TIKTOK
PEDRO!”
But I knew this time I had to do things di erently from what I was
doing with my rst TikTok account.
It had to be in Spanish, for many reasons, the rst because at the
beginning of this year I had the goal of launching a new business in
Spanish in June or July.
And as a disclaimer, I didn’t get their TikTok trainings.
I relied on my own knowledge, principles, intuition (for those
soulpreneurs), and own experience with my rst TikTok Account.
The reason you are reading this is because I took aligned action.
So, know it comes from source.
In fact, Perry Marshall’s account doesn’t have a viral video, because
he is paying for Ads.
And, I love the guy, just to make that distinction, lol.
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Why Now?
Because this year I was reposting the content I created for Facebook
to Instagram, YouTube, and TikTok.
TikTok is still growing. So TikTok is giving us the privilege of become
viral NOW.
97% people don’t know how to get viral, therefore you now belong to
the 3% of people who knows it.
And… I believe I am talking to Rockstarpreneurs, which means,
online entrepreneurs.
Some of you, if not MOST of you have been e orting promoting your
business on social media, and you know that it’s not an EASY task,
even when you have a strategy.
TikTok knows that, have learned from all the big platforms and has
developed a MORE social platform.
You also know that social media platforms change all the time.
And Rumi said it best.
“The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago, the second best time
is now.”
I wouldn’t be sharing my experience with TikTok with you if I wouldn’t
believe it’s going to get you closer to where you are dreaming to be
right now.
In fact, I delayed other projects to teach your this asap.
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7 Lessons from my First TikTok Account
Because this year I was reposting the content I created for Facebook
to Instagram, YouTube, and TikTok.
1.

TikTok Is A Global Company an it’s Product is Local
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Those are the stats of the video that got the most reach of my First
TikTok Account. And I didn’t mention the content is in English.
Because like I said, I am just reposting the content I use on my
Facebook account for my business in English.
And as you can see, TikTok only shared it to Latin and Central
America.
In other words, TikTok is showing my content in English to people in
Latin and Central America who speak English.
If I’d showed you the other video’s stat’s you’ll see the same
countries.
Is this a hypothesis?
A while ago, I heard that TikTok works using your cellular number chip
to assume you are located in that area in the world, and therefore will
promote your content there.
And honestly it makes sense.
Once WE get to Millions, then TikTok will show our videos to other
countries in the world that speak our main language.
So this is why I created my second TikTok account in the same phone
I have the other one, and instead of posting in English, I am posting
all in Mexican.
Literally in Mexican and that means using “slang.”
Because I realized TikTok it’s about culture.
Remember, TikTok is local!
So if you have a celular number that doesn’t belong to the country
that you live in, I strongly recommend you get a number from the
Pedro García © 2022
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country you live in UNLESS you want to reach to people who speaks
the language of the country of your celular chip.
Wait, was that a mouthful?
If you are not a native English speaker and you want to reach to your
native language people make sure your celular number is from your
country.
I hope that makes more sense.
2. It’s Not About You, It’s About Them
Whenever I posted content that only make sense for me, I never got
my content pushed in Facebook.
When I started to create content that I LOVE and then make it also to
serve people, whatever that piece of content was it ALWAYS TOOK
OFF.
I will have to put this in other words… and I know it will sound like
tough love but I only do it because I really want you to get to your rst
1K Followers as soon as possible.
Lol… I wanted to have three months to get to my rst 1K so that I
could create an o er… by the time I got 10K in ve days I was
overwhelmed… and happy at the same time.
I went to one of my happy places to ground and get clarity.
So coming back to the tough love.
People on TikTok react BEST to HOW YOU MAKE THEM FEEL.
And of course only create videos when you are feeling GOOD (in
alignment for those soulpreneurs).
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I will talk about this later.
3. Consistency & Habits Pays O
I posted ve days in a row around the same time, and I have seen my
account growing each day without stopping the growth.
And without having to “Friend Request” or “Follow” anyone.

As you can see I am not following anyone.
And of course the habit of posting every day helps me learn every
day something new about how I can improve my next video.
Another habit is to post about the topics that my MOVEMENT is
about, not something else that doesn’t have anything to do with my
MOVEMENT.
Why? Because I want a quali ed audience. I don’t just want my
following to grow.
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Another habit I’ve developed is how I create the videos.
• Writing
• Recording
• Editing
• Posting
I can write in only two pages around six or seven videos.
I can record all those videos in an hour.
I may edit each one in ve or half an hour each, and still it’s not a lot
of time.
And then post them.
I mean, less than what it took me to write the script of ONE YouTube
video?
And every time I am becoming more productive at it.
How?
Practice.
4. Joy Content
TikTok is teaching me to be me, again, because TikTok it’s about the
culture, TikTok wants me to be ME! I’ve studied other accounts who
post the bad words that we say commonly in Mexico.
And I have also studied some other accounts in English who say the
word “fuck” naturally even in their handles and they are growing their
accounts.
Unlike the other platforms mentioned above, there are no molds to t
here.
BE WHO YOU ARE.
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5. But the format matters
Yes, we can be who we are, although there is as certain format that
will make your content be seen by more people.
Although you can explore di erent formats, as long as it gives you
joy.
The format I use is REALLY simple.
My most viral videos have the Classic Format:
• Hook (1 to 9 seconds or less)
• Content (10 to 60 seconds…. And up to 3 to 10 minutes, don’t go
there )
• Call To Action (1 to 5 seconds)
Now this might be a very pervasive framework, the di erence is that
you are going to use your MOVEMENT in your Hook, Content, and
Call To Action as much as possible.
I’ve also experimented with the In nity Video Format:
It’s the format that makes us watch the video without knowing when it
starts or nishes.
More on that later.
6. MOVEMENTS grow faster than Personal Brands
That is something that I noticed, remember ALL MOVEMENTS
become brands and not all brands INSPIRE MOVEMENTS.
Whenever I see a TikTok account that is inspiring a MOVEMENT, they
have a following of tens or hundreds of thousands of followers.
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On the other hand, Personal Brands that are new are growing slowly
or not growing at all.
Of course I am talking about TikTok accounts from online
entrepreneurs.
Not any BIG account.
7. Shorter doesn’t mean better
They told me all my TikTok’s have to be under 15 seconds to go viral.
My rst viral video on this second TikTok account has more than
500K Views and it’s around 30 seconds.
Yesterday I posted a 15 seconds video ( nally) and it’s going viral too.
Short time doesn’t guarantee virality.
Time only a ects the format.
I always say:
Your content has to be as short as possible and as long as it needs to
be.
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What’s the BWR Strategy?
A few weeks ago I watched a documentary on what’s the secret of
the existence of the plants and how they survive.
Every time I watch something like that, nature surprises me with great
lessons that we can use to market our solutions.
Let’s see if I learned something out of it using the next analogy.
Plants bloom owers to grab certain creatures attention.
These creatures all have wings.
These creatures come and feed from the owers, and in exchange
the owers deposit pollen in those creatures.
When those creatures leave the ower, they go to eat from another
one, and they deposit the pollen they were carrying from the rst
ower inside the second ower and that’s how the plants reproduce
in a nutshell.
These creatures are called Pollinators.
Pollinators can be butter ies, bees, bats, and birds.
And as we can see they have the common letter “b”.
I mean, that doesn’t have anything to do with the lesson I am
teaching you here, it was just an observation, for example
Bumblebees…
Oh, dang… Wasps are the exception.
Our goal using TikTok or ANY OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA is to nd the
pollinators.
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AND LET ME TAKE THAT BACK!
Let the Pollinators nd us!
Yas! That’s why FLOWERS are beautiful because they need to bloom
in a way we noticed them even in the most harsh environments.
Such as deserts or mud.
Now let me translate that to Freedom Marketing.
Oh YES, because I don’t believe in the Old Paradigm of Marketing.
You will see.
Our TikTok account it’s our Plant.
Each video or content is a new ower,
Plants need water,
The water for our videos is the Engagement (the likes, the comments,
the shares, the saves, and the views!)
The water is best when it comes as Virality.
The Plant also needs better soil to grow,
Repotting can be done using a Sales Page or a Conversation
Strategy.
Fruits are pollinated owers, and
Fruits are sales.
In a nutshell.
B goes for blooming = Inspiring a MOVEMENT with your Pro le
W goes for watering = Posting Viral Videos
R goes for repotting = Use a Sales Page or Conversation Strategy
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Let me show you:

What about the Pollinators? Those are our Freedom Clients, some of
them will carry pollen and come to the repotting with us to make a
purchase.
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This picture is courtesy of Tracy Branson, she shared it with me the
day my rst video went viral.
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BWR One Tier v.s. Many Tiers
Everyone with an Instagram and a YouTube account can link both of
them to their TikTok pro le.
In other words, when people go to your pro le they will either click to
your Sales Page, your YouTube or Instagram link.
Question.
So you got the engagement you needed and people are liking you,
trusting you and following you.
What’s the best next step?
Another account where you have similar content?
Freedom Marketing is all about doing less and making more.
Imagine a parent who barely has time for one social media account.
Do you believe a parent would not like to maximize their e orts to
make a next sale?
Instead of adding more tiers and tears to my strategy I like to keep it
at One Tier.
I have been doing it with Facebook.
I let my content and MOVEMENT make it easy for my audience to
want to have a conversation with me or click the link of my Sales
Page.
And this year it’s July I have over 70 sales registered in ThriveCart.
I’ve never achieved that using The Old Marketing Paradigm.
It’s your choice.
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Laterality Beats Frontality
a Mexican Tradition
I know it sounds like two analogies.
Well that’s exactly what it is.
The reason why the kid wants to go to the doctor it’s because the
doctor always give the kid a lollipop.
So that the kid forgets how boring or painful the session was.
Well, I still remember I was that kid that loved to go for the lollipop.
I really don’t remember how the session was, all I remember is the
last moment when the doc gave me my candy.
I’ve observed TikTok works like that.
Here in Mexico we have a very common treat which is a hotcarameled-apple.
If there is a word in English for that one, please forgive me.
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So why people in the ferries care to cover the apples with caramel or
chamoy (a bittersweet jelly uid) and chili powder?
Because for most kids apples are boring.
And because they sell lots of them
In fact in my almost daily walk at around 7 am I see a mompreneur
with her daughter walk with two pans lled with hot-carameledapples.
I don’t know if that’s the only income they make, but… I don’t think
the mom would waste her time preparing them if she didn’t have a
pro t.
Make your TikTok’s hot-carameled-apples.
Give your audience the Apple and cover it with caramel and chili
powder.
What about Laterality beating Frontality?
In the book the Art of War Sun Tzu teaches us that surprising and
attacking the anks will weaken the enemy and therefore we can win
the battle.
And hell no, to me, TikTok is not a battle eld. In fact I don’t believe in
competition, I believe in collaboration.
So what does Laterality mean?
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TikTok Pro le
(How your followers see it)

My handle in TikTok is @ganadiscusiones which stands for “Win
Arguments”, it’s not @pedro.garcia.tiktok like my other account.
The name of my account is not “Coaching” or “Sales Coaching” or
“Sales and Marketing”, not, it’s GanaDiscusiones.
Because I want people to instantly see what’s in it for them.
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And like I shared recently inside the Membership, no-one has asked
me about my name.
Not one soul of the almost 13K followers as we speak.
TikTok Bio
“Gana Discusiones Sin Pelear Y Obtén Lo Que Quieras Como
Rockstar” which stands for Win Arguments Without Fighting and Get
Whatever You Want Like A Rockstar.
Again, that’s my promise, that’s what I stand for.
Now, I agree, TikTok’s bio may be the shortest one in Social Media.
So, is that line enough to inspire a MOVEMENT?
It’s not.
That’s why we have the content do the rest.
As you can see my bio doesn’t talk about ME or my EXPERIENCE or
my M.B.A. and Business Economics Certi cation, which also sounds
boring.
It doesn’t.
It’s about my audience.
Please remember this…
Your audience does’t need your authority to trust you, your
audience needs your empathy.
Authority is imposition, empathy is collaboration.
Authority is being above, empathy is being at your side.
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Authority is EGOcentric, empathy is PEOPLEcentric.
Authority means constrains, empathy feels like Freedom!
Yes, I know you’ve invested thousands of dollars to know what you
know and to develop the skills that you have right now.
TikTok is not about Talking, TikTok’s is about SHOWING.
“Ok, enough talking, show me how it’s done.”
Sounds scary? If your EGO is winning, it will always feel scary to
show for 15, 30, 60 seconds or more, one of the skills you learned
that you paid for.
When you Remember the Rockstar you are, SHOWING HOW IT’S
DONE becomes naughty.
Yeah, we can always throw a rock at a window and run.
Or… we can always throw a VERY MEANINGFUL piece of content
that breaks old paradigms, and stay!
It’s your choice! The mindset that I have for creating the content that I
enjoy is:
“Fuck it, they come to me, I just love creating content.”
So I gave them “one-line-of-hope” and we went from 0 to 10K souls
following my account in the rst 5 days.
If you teach (give them the apple) without the caramel and chills
powder, they will probably fall asleep.
If you sweeten the apple even more and add to it some spicy things,
they will eat it.
Don’t giveaway apples, giveaway “hot-carameled-apples.”
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The Science of Virality
Virality Not Always Means Followers
Does all your videos need to go viral?
When I learned photography I got myself a DSLR which is a
professional camera.
Which could shoot in automatic and manual mode.
When we nished the photography course, the whole class decided
to go to take some photos in México City.
As the bunch of beginners and amateurs we were at the moment,
every one wanted the quickest way to take the best shot.
They usually had to wait for me, until someone asked me… do you
need help?
Me: Help with what?
Am… taking pics man, we want to move on.
Me: What mode are you taking the pics?
Automatic dude, why?
Me: Oh, that’s why, I am taking all my photos in manual mode.
Why would you ride a Lotus Elise at 10 Km/hr or 6 M/hr on a high
way, when you can make that baby y and make that engine roar?
According to Google this is an Electric Green Elise 111S, so probably
the engine won’t roar, but you get the idea.
I just love a Green Lotus Elise.
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It works the same if you substitute it for a Ferrari, Porsche, Lambo,
Mustang, or whatever makes you feel like ying on wheels!
TikTok IS HUNGRY FOR VIRALITY!
It means that the more hours YOU can make people stay on the
platform, the more TikTok will show your content to your audience,
and the more eyeballs you, and your pro le will get.
Oh, and the more EYES and EARS will be on your call to action.
No, you don’t have to make all your videos viral, but since I learned
the science of virality in 2018, and used it for my rst PAID Facebook
Ad, making the rst Video I scripted, lmed, and produced, for my
client go from 0 to 1M+ Views and ve to six gures, I’ve never
looked back.
And now, I am going to reveal it to you.
I learned at a time when the curren president of México won the
elections.
Days after the election a YouTube video was leaked.
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There is or used to be an army of millennials creating false viral
content to get Mexicans mad against the opposition.
This dudes bought domains which are untraceable from one of the
two nations ghting a ware as we speak, and created false “news
sites” to spread the content.
Mexican people were consuming false news from sites that didn’t
exist in México.
My jaw hit the our.
And I asked myself…
What if I learned this and use it for my marketing campaigns?
With integrity.
Jonah Berger is a professor at the Wharton School of the University
of Pennsylvania, an international bestselling author, and an expert on
change, word of mouth, mentor on viral marketing, social in uence,
and how products, ideas, and behaviors catch on.
You don’t have to read the book Contagious, Jonah Bergers’ bestselling book, because I am going to simplify the whole thing for
TikTok.
Plus I am going to combine in my own words using another principle
that applies to EVERYTHING.
Which is… SIMPLIFICATION.
Something goes viral when…
It’s lighter
It has better usability
It is more practical
It is easier to use
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It feels better
It IS more ___ with less
Cheaper (not talking bout lowering your prices)
Accessible
It feels liberating
When things are like that, people LOVE TALKING about them.
A few years ago I was at a party, we recently launched a new product
with the help of two clients.
I was just the middle man, the one who gave the idea, and help them
market the product.
And yeah, the Ads went viral, but… was it really viral out side social
media?
Someone at the table asked: “has everybody noticed the product that
David launched?, we had never seen something like it, and it’s really
delicious.”
My win was that I could contain my EGO wanted to say, yeah he is
my client and we did this, and that…
The guy who was talking about it was a journalist.
Stories like that, which I have a few more, make me believe Virality is
a weapon you always want to use when you are a marketer, a liate
marketer and online entrepreneur.
Specially when you are a Rockstarpreneur.
Create content people want to talk about at their table.
Your goal is not to make the video viral inside the social media
platform, your goal is to MAKE PEOPLE TALK ABOUT IT ONCE THEY
PUT THEIR PHONE DOWN.
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I like to say: make your content STAY in your audience hearts and
minds.
Now, how can we know people retain our content?
Yes, there is an indicator which states how many people saved it.
But it’s when they come back asking for help that you notice it.
Just make your videos go viral with the next elements, and leave the
rest to God.
1.- Social Currency. People LOVE to share what is relevant for them.
They won’t share something that doesn’t make them look REALLY
GOOD, wise, or smart.
So, whenever someone shares your content celebrate that!
For example, yesterday I bout four pairs of Pressure Sucks. It’s quite
an investment because the ones I buy are arguably the best in the
world, like my doctor says.
Since 2019 we have been getting them for around $75 USD a pair.
And there are only a few stores in México.
I called one store that is in another state and asked for a pair of the
sucks, and they told me they don’t have it in my size.
So “I had to look up elsewhere” knowing they will probably be more
expensive.
I googled the store and suddenly saw that Amazon distributes them.
My intuition said: Go for it!
40$ USD a pair instead of $75 USD.
Pedro García © 2022
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I didn’t think about it, I got four pairs and Amazon applied more
discounts.
I was so happy because I saved some money and remembered a
friend of mine who also wears them.
I messaged her and she told me to please tell her whenever I make
another purchase to make the purchase together.
That is Social Currency.
How can you make your o ers or what you know shared by others?
2.- Triggers. I love this one! I mean, all the six lol but triggers for
many years were a challenge for me, and I was very blessed to nd a
way this year to TRIGGER my audience with something I teach inside
my MOVEMENTS Framework.
What Berger means is this, one of the most common examples of
triggers is Popcorn… which for most of us made us remember
“Movies.”
And that’s it, there is your trigger.
But, how the marketers of Kit Kat make it to sell more candy bars…
when the brand was almost dead and dying in front of Hershey’s.
Based on the market research they made they knew their consumers
used to have Kit Kats when they were taking a break.
And used to eat it with a hot drink.
The marketer thought a break’s best friend is Co ee so she only
needed to link the two as Kit Kat being co ee break’s best friend.
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She did it. They used a cup of co ee in the advertising next to the
candy bar and quote “Have a break, have a Kit Kat” and sold up to
$500 Million USD.
But that’s not the only way to trigger your consumers.
Take your competitors.
What I like to do with my MOVEMENTS is to explain what a Rockstar
is to me, and what she or he is not.
I also LOVE talking about my beliefs and disbeliefs.
And I assure you they have triggered more than one person.
And have helped me make E ortless Sales as we speak.
For example, when I talk about Authority v.s. Empathy.
Triggers work Rockstarly when they are attached to something that is
consumed or talked about with more frequency.
Hot chocolate couldn’t be the next Kit Kat’s best friend, because it’s
only consumed during winter, whereas co ee…
What associations can you think of using to position your o er?
3. Emotion. This probably the one that is taught the most, or the
second one.
There is a range of emotions that we can use in our content to make
it viral.
The most misused one is “fear.”
Yeah, the old paradigm marketers. It’s fear all the way.
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So let me show you a quick hack so that you know what type of
emotions will make your content viral
Please look at the chart below.
Always stay in the green (thiel) zone. Otherwise your content will not
take o .

The most viral video on TikTok that I have is all about excitement,
because I gave people one last possibility of recovering their
relationships.
And the second most viral is about humor.
The beliefs and disbeliefs elements of the MOVEMENTS framework
are all about anger.
When we have in common things with others that we dislike or “hate”
the bond strengthens.
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Humor is not an easy one, personally. Although there are jokes that
land with certain people and there are jokes that doesn’t.
Anxiety… or fear… not my favorite one.
How can you talk in a way that triggers your audience with emotion?
4. Public. Thank you Steve Jobs. When Apple was trying to
positioning the PowerBook G4 Steve Jobs was concerned about how
the logo on the computer was showing downwards when you open it.
Because in the beginning they wanted the logo to show normal in
front of the user before opening the laptop, the problem is that when
the laptop was open, then whoever was in front of the user, saw the
logo saw it facing downwards.

Picture taken from: https://expansion.mx/
Because if it’s hard to see what others are doing, it’s hard to
imitate it.
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Berger says, if something is built to show it’s built to grow, and that’s
called Public Visibility.
Steve Jobs won and now the Apple logo shows like this:

Picture taken from: https://lanetaneta.com/
Now, since I started to call out my audience Rockstars (the reason
why is explained in the From Brands To MOVEMENTS training inside
the Membership) other people in my network who are NOT my clients
are using the term to call out their audience.
Current students started to use the term, and are using the term
“Freedom Marketing" in their copy of their posts.
Now, that’s not necessarily a “logo” of my brand MOVEMENT but it’s
word of mouth, and the MOVEMENT sticks in their minds and hearts.
When someone else ask them about it, they refer them to me, or my
o ers, and MY STUDENTS MAKE MONEY.
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If you are reading this, KNOW that you are approved as my a liate,
therefore if you recommend ANY of the products you bought from me
and share your a liate link, you make a commission.
DM me or reach out to pedro@thepurplebackpack.com to help you
set it up your a liate link with you.
Now my favorite example of all time on Public Visibility goes for…
Oh, Steve Jobs, again?
This one is really simple and genius, the reason why the iPod sold like
crazy and saved Apple when it was facing all the giant competitors
such as the CD Players or Walkmans was making the headphones
and it’s cable… white.
Why? Well because everything that didn’t work was black.
Steve Jobs was an outlier and he wanted things to be DIFFERENT
always…
Think Di erent rings a bell?
He needed a CLEAR di erentiation and something that made people
wanting to belong to a new culture, a more select one, a culture were
creativity, usability, and practicality has a place.
How can you make your
MOVEMENT stand out and be
publicly visible?
5. Practical Value. This is the
reason why my rst TikTok got
these numbers.
From left to right you have
“Views”, “Likes”,
“Comments”, “Shares”, and
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“Saves”.
To me, the two indicators on TikTok that your content has Practical
Value is the Saves, and then Shares.
For Facebook it’s shares. That’s why Facebook recently added the
Saves option when you watch a Reel.
The rst Facebook Ad of my rst
Agency Client got 1M+ Views and
10.4K Shares.
I took that screenshot a while ago, so
I really don’t know how are the current
stats.
Now, Saves or Shares?
I am so glad we have that option
since there is content your audience
will not SHARE but they will SAVE.
Why?
Because, for example, in the past my clients didn’t like to share ME
because I was their SECRET WEAPON.
They didn’t want their competitors know they had the Agency in town
that was making them lots of sales.
Because they didn’t want their competitors to hire me.
People may not want to SHARE your content becase NOT
EVERYONE is comfortable with the idea of letting people know they
have a coach. Specially if it’s an “intimacy and sensuality” one, right?
I am not judging, I am just making an example. So, therefore,
ALWAYS MAKE YOUR CONTENT SAVE-ABLE!
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Make content so good people may want to share it but they will
de nitely SAVE IT.
Why my client’s video and my video got viral?
We both taught something people can try instantly, easily, and freely
that will give them hope.
My client’s video is all about: “How to know when to change your
tires?” We taught basically how to “read” the numbers of the tire and
check an “indicator” that all tires have to know when to change them.
For some people that is a “dumb” advice, but for the majority of the
people that advice saves them money, time, and their lives.
My video on the other hand was a sentence. And the hook or title of
the video is “How to revive any death conversation?”, and I have the
solution inside with some context.
If you haven’t read my book The 5DM’s to First $10K Method, you will
nd the answer there.
Those people, the ones who tried the sentence received HOPE to talk
to that person again. They perhaps could have saved the relationship
or realize it wasn’t for them.
It’s a ve words sentence. So it’s easier to remember than a whole
script.
As you can see, there are tactics that are EASY AF to implement that
you can share with your audience, and even when we don’t have all
the time to explain all the details and how much impact they have,
people just feel FREE when they consume them.
That’s why I call this Freedom Marketing.
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Help people feel FREE and they will want you close to them and
sometimes they will give you their money to stay even closer.
I mean, isn’t that what happened between you and me?
6. Stories. Probably the most known one. Stories will always win.
And you can pack the last ve ways of virality in a story format. It’s
really very easy to tell a story nowadays.
And we ALL tell stories and MOST OF US love them. Telling stories is
the reason why MOVIES are one of the most pro table business
model in the entertainment industry.
So no worries, whenever you are telling a story, you are safe.
BUT… you don’t have 90 minutes or 120 minutes to tell a Story.
You actually have 9 or 12 seconds to make people stay or not.
And I haven’t mention that you have 3 seconds to HOOK people to
want to hear that story so…
What I do is that most of my TikTok videos are scripted, because I
don’t want to use more words than necessary.
And I am always trimming my content, so in the beginning it’s not
easy to win over our egos, but with practice everything is possible.
“When I was feeling ____________ I lost ____________, I looked for
advice, and this is what I found ____________, when I started
implementing ____________ I learned that I needed ____________ so I
looked up again and found that doing ____________ helps me achieve
_________. Without ____________ in more ____________ with less
____________.”
You can give away some practical value inside that framework, can’t
you?
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How could you trigger your ideas in that framework?
In which part of that framework can you use emotion?
How can you make that story so memorable people want to share it
as social currency?
How can your story be more visible to others? What elements will
help remember it?
A purple backpack perhaps?
Which is a question I anticipated and the hosts of the podcast or
shows I am invited ask me about frequently.
“All moms carry a backpack with everything they need to raise their
children. For the ones who launch a business, I want them to carry
the tools that will help them spend more time, energy, and money
with them and their children and spend less time, energy, and money
in their business.”
How memorable is that?
Of course it doesn’t follow the framework I gave you in the beginning
because there is… plenty of ways to tell stories.
And no, not all your viral content will bring followers.
Specially when you don’t ask them to follow you… LOL.
My rst Viral Video on TikTok has the call to action of: sígueme
Which is “follow me” in Mexican.
Yeah you will also learn some slang here.
My second most viral video to date on TikTok doesn’t have that call
to action, and NO IT DIDN’T BRING ME AS MUCH FOLLOWERS.
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The other ones that hasn’t gone viral have the call to action and they
are bringing me followers.
BUT… followers will come whenever your content is… DARN GOOD
FOR THEM.
Yeah, I know we all want the followers.
That’s why…
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Is It Really the First 1K Followers?
When I created my rst videos for my new TikTok Account I just had a
goal in mind.
1 thousand followers.
Why?
There are two types of accounts in TikTok as we speak.
The creators account and the business account.
In the past everyone with a creator or business account could link a
webpage to their pro le and people could click on it freely.
On the beginning of this year TikTok changed that.
Now only business accounts with a thousand followers can put their
webpage and very few creator accounts can (TikTok hasn’t reveal the
exact details about the creators account).
When I hit the rst thousand followers I didn’t see the option to put
my webpage, I don’t know if it was a matter of time.
It was when I hit around 1.5K followers (less than an hour later) when
the option was available for me.
So. My goal with this training is to help you be able to do that.
Now… do you need a link or a webpage to make a sale?
NO!
And I realized that later… LOL…
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Why? Because since day one you can allow ANYONE message you
on TikTok, and if you have your Conversation Strategy ready, then
you shouldn’t need to worry about it.
If you don’t have a Conversation Strategy yet, take the Calls With
Quali ed AF Prospects 5 Days Bootcamp inside the Membership, and
read my book The 5DMs to First $10K Method.
So, you can aim to the rst 1K Followers or not, it’s up to you.
The E ortless Sales Roadmap will always welcome links, specially
from Sales Pages so that you don’t have to be present to close the
sale.
If you don’t believe me, ask Frances, she has been making money
promoting my book, courses, and membership without having to sell
any of them… she just creates content and shares the link, and then
she goes to the park with her kids.
We have an internal joke, I tell her that she is my PIMP.
…. I know… that’s why I said is an internal joke.
So feel free to ignore it.
It won’t a ect your virality… or will it?
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Brands v.s. MOVEMENTS
The full training on MOVEMENTS is not going to be covered and
repeated throughout this book, so I encourage you to start and nish
the MOVEMENTS training as many times you want, inside the
membership.
BUT… I will make some notes here, and will give ya some tough love
so… if you love tea I encourage you to go and make some of your
favorite avor.
You don’t love tea?
Well… make sure the drink you choose feels really good in your lips,
mouth and tummy.
Why I hate so much Brands when all my past books are about
brands?
I know… you weren’t expecting that one, did you?
There was a time I was living from the content I created for my
clients, and perhaps 93% of that content went viral.
Videos and long form copy (Facebook Ads).
Why that wasn’t happening with my brand?
I suddenly was HONEST with myself about the content in my feed.
I started to feel sick of the whole “ME, ME, ME, and more ME”
content.
I mean like one of my mompreneur clients said: I hate social media.
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I mean, I love social media because I can create, but sometimes the
content of other creators make me sick.
What service to the world makes to talk about how great someone is?
All your certi cations?
All your “best-selling” authorships?
All your titles and badges?
How does that make someone feel great?
Envious is how most people feel when someone shares a big win.
And for some less “conditioned” people it makes them feel hope.
You can tell in their engagement, they don’t comment as they use to,
they may not click on the heart button, and instead give you a like.
I mean if it’s not envy, what is it?
Jealousy?
My coach would say is envy. Which is what we feel when someone
else has what we want.
Which is a state of lack.
SO…
Why creating more envyness with our content?
It turns out I was doing the same.
I was talking about how great I (thought) am and trying to lecture
everyone with my knowledge.
It was boring.
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I just did’t want to accept it.
And of course I had to engage with other people content to MAKE
them and the algorithm show them my content.
And I promise you, the moment TikTok starts paying my bills, I will
thank Facebook, and stop doing that.
So far, I am grateful with how Facebook has been my main source of
income for many years, and that’s why I created a membership.
To teach you how I am making money on Facebook without paying
for ads.
Without pitching.
Without using fear or put my prospects in a state of anxiety to buy
from me.
And this year alone I’ve made more sales than any other past year,
using a MOVEMENT, Link O ers, Freedom O ers, and my
Conversation Strategy.
Back to the story of my engagement… I mean, my engagement was
as bad that I was in “engagement groups”, “engagement threats”,
and at some point I bought an “engagement app” to make people
BELIEVE I was viral (don’t do any of the above, period).
I mean, yeah.
I am not proud of that one.
Buying engagement? Really? Last year I was like… fuck it.
I can go viral organically and I will.
I know how it’s done.
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So I stopped listening to this “Organic Gurus” and brought all the
wisdom that I gained from running REAL, SUCCESSFUL and In some
cases BEST SELLING Facebook Ads…
With a twist.
Last year I was invited to build a company, and be a keynote speaker
for that company.
One day I decided to ask my audience:
Me: Is this a concert?
Everybody typed in the chat…
No, it’s not a c… Why you ask?
Me: Well, because all I see from here is only Rockstars!
The audience went wild!
So I delivered all the tools, formulas, and everything I knew at the
moment so they could be successful in marketing their o ers.
It turns out they were waiting for my next keynote every month.
Simply…
Cuz I made them FEEL REAL GOOD!
But I wasn’t calling the people in my audience outside that company
Rockstars.
Mompreneurs and Rockstars? I wasn’t so sure…
By the last quarter of last year I decided to decondition all my limiting
believes.
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That’s why Part 2 of the From Brands To MOVEMENTS training is all
about that.
And I encourage everyone here go and take it.
I promise you, perhaps there is some “conditioning” that is getting in
your way and your next viral content, sale, or success.
Every week my content was starting to go viral on my feed.
My engagement grew like never in the past, organically.
I could reach to more people, and more people started to know bout
my work.
More people than ever before started to jump on messenger to know
how I can help them.
It was becoming easier to close sales using my Conversation
Strategy.
I was getting and still am getting noti cations from PayPal or Stripe
from people that buy my o ers from my links of my a liate links.
Then I started my journey on YouTube, and I joined a program with
the best YouTuber in México that is teaching YouTube.
And I knew I had to use all I know to make my content viral and make
people go wild!
I had great feedback from he peers on my group and my coach.
But… YouTube wasn’t giving me the views and reach I needed.
They even said: I wish I could make cool videos like Pedro
I couldn’t believe it.
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But in all honesty, I was getting overwhelmed, again.
That’s why my last shot was TikTok and choosing to doing it without
any tricks.
Pure organic reach.
Therefore the best strategy in my arsenal was using MOVEMENTS.
Because MOVEMENTS make people feel liberated.
So… forget about all you were doing on Facebook.
If it wasn’t helping you make people go wild on engagement, that
MAY not help you on TikTok.
Your MOVEMENT will go viral on Facebook and de nitely on TikTok.
People don’t care about the new thing you bought for yourself.
People don’t care about your wins (I know it doesn’t sound cool).
People don’t care about the name of your brand and business!
People on TikTok wants to be entertained AND served.
I recently found out that my videos are ranked top 1 and 2 in the
search bar in di erent categories… hello Google!
Gary Vee was right… TikTok is eating them… all.
Now, this was not my intention in the beginning, because I didn’t
know this was possible.
It turns out that TikTok works with Key Words, in other words, your
audience may nd your content when they search for the key-words
you used in your caption, text on video, text on post, subtitles, and
hashtags.
Right now, know that all I want you to focus on is to make your
MOVEMENT go viral strategically.
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UNLESS you SHARE YOUR SUCCESS…
and it’s not what you think.
Yes, I said that nobody cares bout your certi cations.
Unless you share the success.
Last week, when I started to share bout my TikTok growth a few
people started to show up in my inbox asking for help.
Other people started commenting on my posts saying they were
interested in joining the membership.
When I shred the TikTok virality I used it as an excuse to “teach” a
strategy, and the principles that I am using.
Which are my main di erentiators.
But Pedro, when I shared my coaching certi cate I got like 300 likes.
I know.
When I shared my TikTok “success” I didn’t got close to my most
“viral” posts on Facebook.
But I got the engagement and eyeballs of my next clients.
We all know the Gurus love to showcase their homes, cars and
lifestyle.
But they do it teaching how the got them.
So if you want to “show” your stu , make sure you are SHARING a
piece of how you got them.
And the audience will love you.
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If you watched Gladiator you may remember that part where
Maximus is told this famous quote:
I wasn’t the best because I killed quickly, I was the best because
people loved me.
Win the crowd and you will win your freedom.
Well, my Rockstars, I will tell you something similar.
People will follow you not because you are the best, everybody can
claim that, and not always that can be proven.
People will follow you because you are free being di erent and
most importantly people will follow you because your words set them
free.
People need a Rockstar who makes them believe in their own
uniqueness.
Who makes them feel their uniqueness is welcomed.
Who makes them feel their uniqueness is needed!
Who makes them believe their uniqueness is impactful!
That’s the leader people need right now!
I believe with the old belief of “being number one” and “being the
best” people are feeling numbed and powerless because they feel
they can’t against those giants.
We are educated that this is a war.
That only the ttest survive.
That only the best survive.
Someday someone realized the power of the collective and got
scared of us.
That’s why they wanted the power so that they could be at the top of
the world.
They thought that being equal with others will make them feel
meaningless.
I say, we are one, and our own uniquenesses makes us rich in gifts.
Show people with your uniqueness how great they are.
Win the crowd and you will win you Freedom.
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Your First MOVEMENT on TikTok
BLOOMING
Call Them Out: Make people not only stop when they see your
pro le. But also follow you because it’s clear what is in it for them.
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I mean, I say “short” because it can’t be any longer as we speak.
TikTok allows you to use 80 characters.
So in summary…
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As you can see, I made my pro le FINDABLE and SEARCHABLE.
The name of my pro le and handle are “keywords”. Words that
people can type when they are searching for speci c content.
And in TikTok, although you are not the only one, you want to use
LATERALITY to be the only one they nd when they type that
keyword.
Think:
How many people will search for my name v.s. how many people will
type words when searching for a topic?
Questions:
What are the keywords of your movement?
What is the promise that you can make?
What is the ultimate bene t or a juicy bene t your audience wants?
What is an obstacle that they have? What is it that they hate, dislike,
or don’t want to do anymore?
How do I want to call them? Kings, Queens, Rockstars, Heroes,
Sheroes? Give them a nice alias so that they feel appreciated and
wanting to belong.
This is also an e ective way to disqualify the people who want to
follow you.
I know you may be thinking:
Pedro, don’t you think “Winning Arguments” it’s not a big niche?
And you will hear me saying:
Make your niche something big on TikTok.
Let me show you how.
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Your First Easy Viral Video Formula
Hook
The hook or Title of Your Video is the most important part of your
video.
Let me say that again.
THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF YOUR VIDEO case closed.
I was researching for some content, and I saw a video that I can
create, and I actually created, but it didn’t exploded.
Because the hook I used wasn’t as catchy.
The most viral video of that topic was just about the title.
NO CONTENT!
And I was like… really?
Someone just made a video of “a promise” and people made it viral.
WOW.
I mean, not even saying “This is just Part 1.”
Of course I am not encouraging you to do the same.
That is not click bating.
Is click-faking.
So with my latest videos all I am learning is that I should be spending
more time nding VIRAL HOOKS. And then create content on the
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topics I want to talk about. Of course both HOOK and CONTENT
need to be related.
So, I encourage you to use the search bar on TikTok.
Let’s study my most viral TikTok to date.
The hook says:
“How to revive the conversation if she/he left you in sight”
"In sight" is the best translation I found to “ignored you, or seen”
Cómo revivir la conversación si te dejó en visto
It has TWO keywords.
Keyword 1 is: Cómo revivir la conversación / How to revive the
conversation
Keyword 2 is: Si te dejó en visto / If she/he left you in sight
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Now the rst part of this section is to tell you that the hook will make
people stop and watch your video. I mean, that’s its job.
That’s why is VERY IMPORTANT that you make sure the HOOK is
visible on the video, that you SAY IT, in the description of your video,
and hashtags.

fi
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The second part of this section is…
When searching for keyword one:
Cómo revivir la conversación this is the result
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When we search for a synonym: “Cómo revivir la plática” this is the
result
When searching using a synonym my most viral video is ranking #2,
this means that TikTok understands Synonyms. But only the most
related ones to the keyword you are using.
Based on my research.
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When we search for the second keywords “Si te dejó en visto” at the
left and “Te dejó en visto” at the right this is what happens:

When I did my research before I created my rst video, I saw the
“redhead lady” and I used to follow her a few years ago. She is viral

fi
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on YouTube and it never crossed my mind I was going to rank close
to her at #4.
I tell you that so that you don’t feel threatened when you see really
viral people ranking #1.
Look how TikTok is REALLY sensitive to the way you write stu .
One search is “IF she/he left you in sight”
And the other search is without the word “IF”, which is at the left and
I ranked #3 and #4 with two di erent videos.
This is like when in F1 the two pilots of the same team win the
podium.
I don’t know how that feels in real life, but I know how it feels on
TikTok.
And notice that when I didn’t use the word “IF” the video that ranked
#3 is actually one of my least viral videos.
Boring?
I used to NOT LIKE TO STUDY STATS.
But… the wisdom to create MORE VIRAL VIDEOS on TikTok has
come from studying the algorithm of TikTok.
Then what the F is the algorithm of TikTok?
It’s the people.
If people like it, it can go viral, if people don’t like it, it won’t.
Pedro, I am not a people pleaser
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Me neither.
I just want to reach and impact as much people as possible, because
I know among them I’ll nd my next Freedom Clients, or they will nd
me.
Now, look what happens when I don’t use the “accent” on the word
“dejó” and I search using “te dejo en visto”
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You are lucky if your content is in English, it looks like there is less
variables…
Now if you are Chinese…
French or…
Fill in the blanks…
Ok, bad joke.
I am sorry,
I couldn’t help my self.
I mean, the headache is for TikTok not for you.
Because THEY HAVE to understand how we talk…
Play around with the following hooks:
• How to Keyword One if Keyword Two
• I Keyword One/Two now what
• Did he/she consequence of Keyword One?
• X Mistakes when Keyword Two/One
• How long should I wait if Keyword Two/One?
• I Keyword Two/One and I don’t know what to do
• Reason No. X why Keyword Two/One
• Bene ts of Keywords One/Two
More on this later…
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Now, this is a hypothesis and my logic… what I’ve seen makes
people binge my TikTok’s it's because they want to nd out what’s
next or what’s more about those keywords!
How I know that? Because there is no day since I don’t receive
noti cations at any hour from people liking, following, commenting,
saving, or sharing my videos, from the same user.
The snowball e ect just happened last week, and all I have to do Is to
be consistent with making my MOVEMENT viral.
Another hypothesis that I believe is real and made me get 10K
Followers in the rst 5 days.
I created one video, then the other four were related to the same
topic.
The most viral one took o once I posted my fourth video, then I
posted the forth, and then the fth. And the growth happened quite
fast (exponentially).
Now, I don’t know if TikTok was waiting for me to post.
I don’t know if the other videos brought the tra c to the most viral
one, that made TikTok wanted to show it to new people over latin
America.
What I am sure and have observed is that whenever I post a new
video, the one or two that I posted before grow their views at least
twice and more.
Keep posting about the last Keyword, win the crowd and you’ll win
our freedom.
BUT WE HAVE TO BE MINDFUL OF WHAT GOES…
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After the Hook… Which Is the Content
This is the second most important part of ANY VIDEO on TikTok.
Now that you saw the importance of Hooks and how people will
either stop to watch your video or nd you.
Let’s talk about how you are going to deliver the content.
And my advice may disappoint you here.
Because I’ve seen TikTokers that encourage us to take plenty of clips
for our videos, and change locations. Be high vibe and energetic, and
all of that.
And I understand them and respect them as a fellow content creator.
On the other hand I’ve seen TikTokers create REALLY VIRAL VIDEOS
shooting one scene, and some are not even moving.
Yes, my most viral video was shot in a bridge, inside my car, at my
o ce (the purple wall one), and walking down the park.
My second most viral video was shot in my o ce, yup, and behind
me was my purple wall.
It’s also true that I use B-ROLL which is using some clips that
describe scenes of what I was talking about.
Those clips you can nd them on Canva I am using the pro account,
and I don’t regret te investment, for all the things I can create.
If you want to use my a liate link to get Canva, here it is: https://
partner.canva.com/pedrogarcia
What clips are you talking about Pedro?
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Here you can study my videos too: https://www.tiktok.com/
@ganadiscusiones
It’s true, both of my most viral videos imply a story.
But the most viral one is actually contextualizing the use of the
sentence I am going to deliver.
And the second most viral video is telling a story of a relationship and
then a plot twist that ends in a funny sentence / joke.
My point is, you will have to test what FEELS most natural and joyful
for you.
You can number the tips you want to talk about.
You can tell a story and then twist the plot.
Have fun with creating each TikTok.
And don’t get me wrong, I got a training on TikTok last year, and I
learned ALL THE BELLS AND WHISTLES of using all the e ects.
I am not using 97% of all the stu I learned which can be very
overwhelming.
And I respect the creator that I got the training from, and I just visited
her account, my most viral video has now more engagement than her
most viral video.
Crazy right?
Well, she is still the Queen or one of many, of the E ects you can
create on TikTok.
Which can be VERY OVERWHELMING.
And I don’t want to explore ALL OF THEM with you NOW because I
want you to rst explore all the possibilities you have with your front
and rear camera.
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Listen, the reason why she is the queen, it’s because she is
consistent with her content.
She speaks in Spanish, so that’s why I don’t share her link.
She is actually reposting content that I saw a year ago, and also
reposting content from a couple years ago.
What?
Yeah, she is smart.
And she posts only about TikTok Visual E ects.
That’s her niche.
And she is NOT 100% organic, because she pays for ads.
Like I said, we will leave that for part 2 of this training.
I promise you that once you nish this book you will be in a position
to go viral.
I wish all my TikTok or Reels mentors taught what I am teaching you
here.
That’s why now I am going to give you your rst hooks.
Then you can elaborate some ideas.
Just make sure you always include a….
Call To Action at the end of the video. My goal is to grow the
account that’s why I am asking them to Follow me.
I haven’t tried asking them to comment. But that might come soon.
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Remember, your goal is to hit to 1K Followers rst, so if you want to
just ask them to follow you, is more than ne.
And always ask them to do ONE THING, loud and clear.
Do not play around asking them to heart, comment, share, save, and
follow all at the same time.
That’s no bueno. They’ll probably get confused.

What Are the Best Times To Post?
Remember, think local.
My rst week I posted around 6:30 am every day.
And Thursday, my rst video took o around 5:30 PM.
The second week I posted at around 6 PM.
And actually posted Sunday at 5:30 PM… that’s when I posted my
second viral video, it never stopped growing.
Some days I post at noon, just because my gut feeling tells me so.
If you want post at 6 am like me, or at 5:30 PM… honestly, for your
rst videos, it doesn’t matter.
Just know at what time your audience is online and go to the stats.
In the beginning I didn’t have stats available. So I was posting
“blindly” now TikTok is showing me the stats of the past week.
And because I didn’t have any stats available for the second week,
that’s why I tried a di erent schedule. This is where you’ll know at
what time your audience is more active, when TikTok decides to show
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them to you. I wish I knew what are the requirements to show you the
stats.
Don’t let that stop you from uploading and posting your videos.
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In summary if people in your country are early risers, you can also
publish at 6:30 AM, and if they nish work around 5 or 6 PM then go
for it.

As you can see, 6:30 AM is a great time to post. I am telling you
based on my experience what is the time I will keep posting and why.
You can post at the time you want. I believe if you are starting and
you are posting locally, then this graphs may look very similar. Notice
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TikTok says 10 PM is when most of my followers are on the platform.
But it also shows you that half of them are active in the morning.
My logic is this.
If I post at 6:30 AM those “few” followers will give enough data to
TikTok to push my videos throughout the day.
The week I posted at 5:30 PM every day, non of my videos got a lot
of tra c, compared to when I posted in the morning.
Oh, and the reason I started showing you stats from July, Friday the
22nd is because that’s how TikTok has been releasing the stats.
It wasn’t my intention to confuse you.

Are the Stats Really Important?
Hell Yaaas. Even when I told you it shouldn’t matter at what time you
post.
I will go back and post in the morning at 6:30 am from Monday to
Friday, and then on Sunday I may post at 5:30 PM again.
I love the stats and specially for the search bar, because there are
days I think my own hook is great until I do search for it on TikTok and
I discovered that there is a better topic for it.
Sometimes I already recorded the video, and realized there is a better
hook that works with the content.
What I do is that I record a new hook, and edit the video before
posting it.
This next week, I will do a deeper search on the hook so that my
content can be more in alignment with it.

ffi
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Matrushka

For those of you who don’t know what a Matrushka is.
Take the smallest doll at the right, she goes inside the next doll at the
left.
That doll, with the little doll inside, go inside the third doll at the left
and so on.
Until you see the biggest doll alone.
Open the biggest doll, and you will see the next doll at the right.
Open that doll and you will see the next doll at the right, and so on.
If you ask me how my TikTok got viral, I believe it’s the Matrushka
E ect.
After I posted my rst video, then I posted other videos that talked
about the same subject or keyword from another angle.
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By the time I posted the fourth video, the rst video took o .
And it never stopped taking o .
Whenever I post a video, all the noti cations I get from TikTok are
from people engaging with my last videos.
Which is great!
Because I strongly believe people inside TikTok will binge your
content if they liked the video TikTok put in front of them.
So they will go to my pro le and then they will engage with other
videos inside.
Or TikTok will show my videos in the “for you” section which is like
“the feed” on TikTok, believing that’s the video they will like the most
based on their research or their behavior inside the platform, and they
will like to go to my pro le to consume more content.
About the “for you” section. All videos go there.
There are some people teaching that when your videos are in the “for
you” section, then your video take o .
I’ve seen videos in the for you section with 0 likes, 0 views, 0
comments, 0 shares, and 0 saves.
That is because TikTok tests the video with people like you and me.
Will those videos ever take o ?
I don’t know.
What I know is that the next video TikTok will show me is one that I
will like, and that’s how we binge content from other creators.
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Because TikTok knows what we are going to like…
The same way Spotify does it.
Did you know that Metallica plays their concert in order with the
songs Spotify told them were more played in the platform?

Rockstar like, right?
“Based on the streaming data from local Spotify users in the area”
Wow I wasn’t expecting that one!
Cheers to my intuition for encouraging me to google this for you so
that you didn’t look up for it on your own and get distracted from
reading (I know my students).
That last part!!!
“Based on the streaming data from local Spotify users in the area”
I wouldn’t be surprised if TikTok learned that from Spotify.
In fact, I was looking for the right moment or place in this book to tell
you this.
I’ve been getting videos from other Oaxacan creators.
Remember I live in Oaxaca, and TikTok is showing me the videos
from Mezcaleros (artisans who make Mezcal —which is by all means
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BETTER than Tequila), another account is from a guy who PAINTS
WITH SAND on the oor (and sings like M.J.).
It’s crazy how the guy paints faces from departed people in their
altars.
In fact, look!
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Crafting Your Matrushka
Let’s play with a real example…
Step 1: Select your keyword
Let’s use the keyword: sand painting
Say I want to promote my course so that people can learn how to do
it.
Step 2: Intuitive Hooks
Write down a list of all the hooks that come to you.
How To Do Sand Painting in 30 Seconds
Sand Painting Tutorial
5 Mistakes in Sand Painting
Sand Painting for Beginners
Sand Painting for Advanced Artists
How Not To Do Sand Painting
Why I Do Sand Painting
3 Indispensable Tools for Sand Painting
Things You Didn’t Know About Sand Painting
What Experts Don’t Want You To Know About Sand Painting
The Biggest Mistake in Sand Painting
The Worst Advice in Sand Painting
Who Can Do Sand Painting?
Sand Painting for Kids
Now I am going to use a second keyword and build another
Matrushka.
My second keyword is: how to paint
How to do sand painting without knowing how to paint
How to paint with sand
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How to paint without painting
How to paint without a pencil
How to paint without a brush
How to paint with your ngers
How to paint faces with sand
A third keyword might be: paint faces with sand
How to paint faces with sand
How to paint faces on the oor
How to paint faces like an artist
How to paint faces for beginners
At this point I am a little bit confuse what might be a winner way to
write each hook, so…
What are other keywords that come to mind?
I’ll give you mine: painting faces, painting with sand, paint with
sand…
How To Paint Michael Jackson With Sand
How to Paint Winnie Pooh With Sand
How to Paint Mickey Mouse With Sand
How To Do a Self Portrait With Sand
How To Paint Shadows With Sand
How to Paint Eyes With Sand
Step 3: Ask your best friend, the search bar
These are the keywords that we have right now
Keyword 1: sand painting
Keyword 2: how to paint
Keyword 3: how to paint faces
Let’s see what we nd…
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Keyword 1: Sand Painting
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Keyword 2: how to paint
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Keyword 3: how to paint faces
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So based on my research on sand painting…
I wish I knew sand painting right now, because NO BODY IS
TEACHING HOW TO DO IT!
Like really?
That’s what we call a Blue Market, and in this case, a Bluer Niche!
Like the Blue Ocean Strategy which is doing business where there is
no competition!
See the important of LATERALITY?
All the artists want to sell their art… and I respect that.
What would take less e ort and resources?
To record how you do your art ONCE and sell that MANY TIMES?
You don’t even need to be tech savvy.
Last book I got was from a BIG MARKETER, and the BONUS material
was delivered in a Google Drive link!!!
I am wondering if that’s how I should deliver the membership…
I mean, imagine how much money on courses sand painters could be
making right now solely on TikTok alone?
Without being tech savvy!
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It looks like the next step for building my Matrushka and searching for
what people is looking for would be asking is to pray to… Saint
Google or Saint YouTube.

Still, not many content on sand painting. And this is great news
because as you can see the keywords are…
Niches within the Niches…
Read the Matrushka section for this. I mean, as long as the micro
niche relates to your Big Doll… you can always create content.
And if there is no “more content” you can think of.
Well, you’ll nd TikTokers who do “reactions to…”
Or like I found about the Queen on TikTok Visual E ects she is reposting old content.
TikTok is your canvas…
Remember you are a Rockstar and if Facebook is your Guitar, TikTok
is the drums! Yaaas!
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If you nd that keywords in your niche are said di erently and there
are other videos already created for such subjects. Then a wise
decision is to re-do your hooks and use the language people are
most commonly using or reacting to.
I am going to use the example of a great student, Christine.
She says “you healing you” that’s how she says it.
Perhaps she wants to call her TikTok account like that, and then
create content with the keywords “self healing” or “heal yourself”?
The answer is in the search bar.
She is your compass, on TikTok.
And of course your own best compass is your intuition.
Remember, using the right words can make your content viral,
because it’s content people are already looking for!
Oh and before I forget…
You’ll get access to a le you can use to generate, dozens if not
hundreds of hooks.
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Hashtags
I haven’t posted without them. Perhaps when I get more followers I
do that.
What I have been doing is I hashtag the keyword or keywords in the
title.
And I have been using no more than nine.
These are the steps I’ve been following:
Step 1: Hashtag your keywords
Step 2: Hashtag related keywords
Step 3: Choose the hashtags that relate the most with your content
that are included in viral videos using the search bar
When you position yourself and rank your videos in #1, #2, #3, or #4,
and people use those hashtags or keywords to search for that topic,
well, you’ll be the one TikTok will recommend the most.
#sandpainting
#paintingwithsand
#paintfaces
#paintingfaces
#paintwithsand
#beginners (this might be a huge hashtag that you might one to
avoid… or not)
When you type a hashtag on TikTok next to your HOOK, you will see
how many views that hashtag has. Choose the ones around a million
views and nothing more, when you are starting.
The more niched down is your hashtag the better it may perform for
positioning your video.
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What Is Local For TikTok?
That is a great question!
I don’t mean your town, I mean your language your state and your
country, and other countries, that’s local globally speaking for TikTok.
Since I started this journey a few weeks ago, I’ve been getting
followers from my town, the state I live in, other states, and latin
American countries!
TikTok is cultural!
knowwhatimsayin?
By the way, that’s the virality I want you to embody, I screen shotted
the picture of an account that blew me away, and I am introducing the
Mexican Sand Painter from Oaxaca, to you.
And no kidding, that guy sings like M.J. I mean he posts about it in
his sand painting account, but, only a few people understand what he
is doing, because again, there are only few Mexicans on TikTok who
like content in English. That type of content doesn’t go viral.
So… TikTok likes consistency.
But if you see the stats of his videos of his art… most of them are
viral.
Just because he creates “AWE”.
He is using the emotion element of virality, even when he may not be
aware of it.
Think di erent, think local.
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Calls To Action Make A HUGE Di erence
I’ve posted like nine videos so far. And I got 12.8K followers as we
speak.
Got 500K+ views or half a million
views.
This pro le got 68.2K followers as we
speak, and has over 50 Million views.
I mean, imagine if she would have
added a clear Call To Action at the
end of those videos inviting people to
Follow Her.
I saw her most viral videos. Those
aren’t movements, those are brands.
Because they showcase how great
the artist is.
People can’t take home nothing from
the process.
I promise you, if instead of showing your greatness you teach your
audience how they can tap into their own, they will follow you
massively.
And I love my artists friends. But most of them are EGOcentered.
Rockstars are artists too who are PEOPLEcentered. That’s the ONLY
di erence (and tons of talent to paint with sand, but we can ignore
that).
Nothing against the creator, I just know the pro le showed so that I
could write this section for you.
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How to record?
Audio
The audio is the most important element of your video.
Yeah, I know it sounds crazy.
But that’s what my mentors taught me.
And yes, if I’m on Social Media and the video sounds crappy, I will
silence it and hopefully use subtitles if those are available.
AND IF the video is any good.
I mean, today not all people can listen to the videos depending on
where they are right now.
But for those who can, make sure you have the best audio you can
deliver.
The front microphone of the front camera of your cellphone has great
audio so you are all set.
Now, if you ask me, yeah I use a lavalier microphone, and it’s
unidirectional.
Because it helps me cancel the ambient noise quite good.
Why?
Because I live in a very noisy place.
If you are going to record outside, make sure you use one, or actually
the cellphones today do the best they can to cancel ambient noise.
So the external microphone may be for later.
And the cons of using an external microphone is that you need to
make sure it’s compatible with your phone.
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I had to get adapters to make it compatible with my phone and it was
a pain in my Mexican butt.
So… unless your phone records shitty audio go for a unidirectional
microphone.
Unidirectional Mics are more expensive than omnidirectional ones.
Again, if you have a new phone (round 5 years old), I am quite sure
you don’t need an external mic.
Video
What can I tell you, if you have a new phone I mean, round 5 years
old, you are all set.
The Queen of TikTok E ects did her whole training using an iPhone 7
or 8. And I know it because that’s the only phone you see in her
videos.
And the cameras she was using to record the training are professional
cameras because she is a professional photographer.
But her TikTok’s are all from her old iPhone, so don’t use me as an
excuse to go to the Apple store now.
Be resourceful.
Record on sel e mode.
You can use the camera app, TikTok, or the Reels Option inside the
Instagram App.
On TikTok you might wanna use the lter to soften your skin which is
the equivalent of wearing make up. And on Instagram I like using a
lter which is called “un ltered”. I mean, for guys is discreet.
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Why using a lter? Just record without it and then with it and nally
compare both clips. You will love lters.
AND OF COURSE YOU ARE PRETTY AND HANDSOME ENOUGH.
(In case you needed to hear that today).
I prefer to record on my phone and mostly on he Reels Option inside
the Instagram App because I can download the video and edit it
outside.
The TikTok App is REALLY EASY TO USE to edit your videos. And
perhaps better than the Instagram App.
BUT…
You can’t download the video before publishing it to edit it elsewhere.
It’s up to you.
To edit my videos I use:

- Canva on my Mac (optional)
- DaVinci Resolve on my Mac (more than optional, no need for it)
- CapCut on my phone (a must have, FREE, and better than inShot
which is not free

I encourage you to get familiar using CapCut, and you’ll love it
because you can add subtitles there!!!
FOR FREE!
CapCut has all the e ects the Queen Of TikTok E ects uses.
Lol… her TikToks are tutorials of each e ect inside CapCut.
I am telling you this so that you know you don’t have LESS tools than
everybody else at your disposal.
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And again, she is Spanish, otherwise I would give you her account.
PLUS I don’t want you to think you need those e ects to be
successful on TikTok.
All you need to know to edit your next Easy Viral Video is:

-

Split (I said divide in the video I recorded to explain this to you)
Drag
Add Text, and edit the text
Edit the duration of the text
Add lters (always add saturation to your videos, they will look
sharper, and brighter)

Those are the only
skills you need to
edit from your
phone!
Oh and before I ask
you to watch the
video trainings, this
is what I
recommend you
when you use text:
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How To Edit?
Watch the video trainings.
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My Creative Process
Up to this point I believe this process is more clear for you or is it
clearer?
This is what I do.
I MAKE SURE I FEEL REALLY GOOD… not anxious.
And then.
Step 1 I write down the keywords
Step 2 I research about them
Step 3 I write the hooks I can create
Step 4 I script the videos
Step 5 I script a creative Call To Action
Step 6 I go to the locations to record the clips
Step 7 I comeback home and edit each video
Step 8 I post each video each day
Step 9 I let them go and whenever I click to see how they are doing I
am humble to learn and remind myself I am not the outcome, I am the
process
I also engage with the followers that commented with the only
exception of my Beloved Haters.
LOVE YOUR HATERS, cuz they are the ones who make your video
viral as well!
Because they engage massively with their “triggers” and that’s all the
algorithm want from your audience.
Engagement.
If we count the amount of likes, and follows that I got v.s. the haters…
I promise you, the haters don’t even represent 1% of the entire
engagement.
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So like I learned from Jay Shetty a few years ago.
I ignore my haters. I don’t heart their comments or reply to them, nor I
block them.
That’s what I’ve been doing on TikTok.
And rememba.
Don’t chase numbers.
Aim for impact.
With your drum.

The In nity Video Format
This is really easy.
Record something like this:
“For that reason FOLLOW me so that you know how to paint faces
with sand”
That’s a whole clip that you are going to split and use like this.
Hook (this is how the video starts): how to paint faces with sand”
And this for the
Call To Action (this is how the video ends): “For that reason FOLLOW
me so that you know
Add the Hook clip at the beginning of the whole video, and the Call
To Action clip drag it to the end of the video.
And TikTok will do it’s magic on it’s own.
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The in nity video format is strategic so that people keep watching
your video on a loop. Which increases the amount of time they are
watching it. Which is something TikTok LOVES!
LIKE: This person has spent 5 minutes watching this 30 seconds
video, I will show it to more people.
It’s a strategy.
The following two videos are examples of me re-doing the hooks and
call to actions after I did more research on the hooks even when I
already had the whole video ready to publish.
As you can see I am wearing the same clothes in the beginning and
the end of the videos, because used the In nity Video Format.
These are the videos.
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMNVPust7/?k=1
And I know you may not speak Spanish, I just hope you can see how
the In nity Video Format works.
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMNVP9cYf/?k=1
Now, as you can see, I didn’t use that tactic with my most viral videos
so far.
So… it’s not a most!
Don’t let that stop you from posting your next Viral Video.
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Your Next Step
Repotting.
Remember, I have walked you through the Blooming and Watering
steps of the BWR strategy.
You bloom with your MOVEMENT in your pro le, and with each video
that you create.
The water comes from the engagement that in the end makes the
video viral or not.
I have shared with you the method that I’ve used.
Just remember this is a test for you to nd the best ways to reach
your own goals.
I have been sharing with you what I have proven and I believe will get
you closer to them.
The next step is the reason why you have read all these pages.
The sale.
If you don’t have a Sales Page, right now I don’t want you to worry
about it.
In fact, I don’t have one, yet for this TikTok account.
Why?
Because remember this is a new business for me and it’s in Spanish.
So I am launching a MOVEMENT and taking notes on the feedback
that my audience is giving me.
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And by the end of the month I am going to be on a better position to
launch an o er.
That’s why you can allow people to message you, and use a call to
action inviting people to click the message button.
If you ask me, it’s easier to help you craft a conversation strategy
then it is right now to ask you to create a sales page.
YOU DON’T NEED ONE… right now if you don’t have one.
I don’t want you to use that as an excuse to not take action.
And if you already have a sales page, then use it when you hit the
1K+ followers.
Win the crowd,
Win your freedom.
I will be releasing a Sales Page training later on the Membership.
And you can still ask me questions about them, since I have written
copy for the sales pages of my best selling o ers.
BUT AGAIN. Right now you can start inspiring your next MOVEMENT
on TikTok and make it viral without a SALES PAGE!
People won’t care how you promote your o ers, they will be happy to
support your journey and receive help from you in any shape or form
that you o er it.
Right now ask them to MESSAGE YOU.
And this is how you set that up in your Account.
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But wait, there is more…
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See?
TikTok is helping you continue the conversation or start a new one.
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One more thing.
Finish the From Brands to MOVEMENTS training inside the
Membership.
It will give you more ideas to create content.
That framework right there is the reason why I have been making
more sales this year than any other in the past.
With way less e ort.
It’s the reason why I have been guest of way more podcasts than ever
before.
And all I do in those podcasts is to share my Freedom Message and
all the elements of my MOVEMENT.
Well, imagine what would happen if you Matrushka your MOVEMENT
on TikTok.
That gives me the chills!
People need to feel liberated, and at its core that’s the essence of
your MOVEMENT.
And each one of you have one in your story.
Become the possibility other people need right now to move forward.
Play your music whenever your imposter tries to sabotage your
journey.
Now you can play the drums.
Set the rhythm.
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Before You Close This
If you are still working on inspiring a MOVEMENT on Facebook then
use the six elements of virality that I shared with you here because
they are going to help you with your content strategy.
The Blooming, Watering, and Repotting Strategy works for all Social
Media.
My mentors, the ones that are now selling TikTok trainings charge
tens of thousands of hours for an hour of consultation on Facebook
Ads or Copywriting, and one of the best lessons I’ve learned from
them is to Simplify.
I believe I have shared with you the simplest yet more powerful
method I have discovered that is going to help you make more
E ortless Sales.
This is the rst step for me in sharing my experience on TikTok.
I have never experienced a faster organic growth in all my past
attempts on social media.
I believe I am going to make TikTok my next hobby so that I can crack
the code like I did with Facebook both organic and with paid Ads.
What I foresee is that I will be experimenting using all that I have
shared with you and will be implementing other stu I believe will
work also on TikTok.
Once I get results with that “other stu ” I will teach you that as well.
Meanwhile, it has been my privilege to have served you and I am so
looking forward to listen to all your questions in the workshop
sessions inside the Membership, help you craft your Matrushkas and
inspire YOUR NEXT VIRAL MOVEMENT on TikTok.
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It’s really my intention that once you nish reading this you can say: “I
can do this too!”
Or at least say “I will learn sand painting!”…
I mean… just saying.
If I could grow as fast it’s because I have done it strategically and
have been experimenting to see which of the principles I know work
best on TikTok.
“Failing Forward” is the way of success.
Based on my human design, that of the Manifesting Generator, my
“mission” here on earth is to take a dozen-steps-process and make it
a three-steps-process.
My moms, and Rockstarpreneurs don’t have the energy, time, and
money to waste on a long process.
I have never enjoyed a creative process in other social media, as
much as I have enjoyed it here on TikTok.
So, I have created a method you can implement to tap into your
genius and go full blast and create with all your might with the least
and best resources available!
This is how we help collectively. I have made my best e ort to make
you believe that it’s possible, now it’s your turn and allow that to
happen.
I believe in you.
Win the crowd and you will win your freedom,
and relish the moment, like the Rockstar you are.
Much love,
Pedro García.
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And…
Last but not least…I wanna thank me
I wanna thank me for believing in me
I wanna thank me for doing all this hard work
I wanna thank me for having no days o
I wanna thank me for, for never quitting
I wanna thank me for always being a giver
And tryna give more than I receive
I wanna thank me for tryna do more right than wrong
I wanna thank me for just being me at all times
Your name goes here, you a Rockstar.
Adapted from Snoop Dog’s Hollywood Star Speech.
By the way, did you know Snoop Dog is a Life Coach?
No kidding.
Peace.
Don’t let your curiosity kill you, watch the speech here.
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